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Review
The growing need for baseline data against which efforts
to reduce the rate of biodiversity loss can be judged
highlights the importance of long-term datasets, some
of which are as old as ecology itself. We review methods
of evaluating change in biodiversity at the community
level using these datasets, and contrast whole-com-
munity approaches with those that combine information
from different species and habitats. As all communities
experience temporal turnover, one of the biggest chal-
lenges is distinguishing change that can be attributed
to external factors, such as anthropogenic activities, from
underlying natural change. We also discuss methodologi-
cal issues, such as false alerts and modifications in design,
of which users of these data sets need to be aware.

Why long-term datasets are important in biodiversity
research and monitoring
We live in an era in which there is unprecedented concern
about biodiversity, with 2010 the UN’s International Year
of Biodiversity and the target date (Convention for Bio-
logical Diversity, www.cbd.int/2010-target/) for having
reduced the rate of biodiversity loss [1]. Data that can
be used to monitor biodiversity, and to gauge changes in
biodiversity through time, are essential. However, lack of
information on the background rates and direction of
change in ecological systems can make it difficult to detect
the signature of anthropogenic impacts. Moreover, ecolo-
gists are increasingly aware that they have limited knowl-
edge of temporal changes in ecological communities. For
these reasons there has been an upsurge of interest in long-
term data sets, some of which were initiated at the time
Darwin was contemplating the evolution of biological
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diversity. In this review we explore the opportunities that
long-term datasets offer for tracking, and understanding,
temporal changes in biodiversity at the community level
and consider the challenges involved in exploiting these
datasets.

Long-term datasets
Long-term datasets are as old as ecology itself [2]. In the
same way that astronomy flourished once observers began
to systematically document the positions of stars and
planets [3], the development of ecology as a discipline is
linked to the accumulation of data on the distribution and
abundance of species in space and time. These data collec-
tions were often initiated to answer applied questions. For
example, The Park Grass Experiment at Rothamsted in
southern England, now the longest running ecological
experiment [4], was founded in 1856 to examine the effect
of fertilizers on yield in hay meadows [5,6]. However the
ecological value of the data collected at Park Grass soon
became clear and they have been used to tackle problems
ranging from the evolution of adaptation at a local scale to
the link between community composition and climatic
perturbation [4]. Similarly, the Continuous Plankton
Recorder [7] began in 1925 with the goal of mapping
oceanic plankton and relating that to fisheries, but has
proved invaluable in addressingmany questions, including
community responses to oceanwarming [8]. These pioneer-
ing studies proved the worth of long-term datasets and are
part of a growing number of temporally extended studies
including the North American breeding bird survey [9], the
UK’s Environmental Change Network [10], the Inter-
national Bottom Trawl Survey [11], the Wageningen [12]
and Cedar Creek [13] experimental plots (the latter being
one of the sites in the US Long Term Ecological Research
erved. doi:10.1016/j.tree.2010.06.016 Trends in Ecology and Evolution 25 (2010) 574–582
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Figure 1. (a) The accumulation of species through time in a bird community in a

British woodland (upper line) in relation to the number of species recorded in each

year of sampling. (b) The turnover in this community (measured as Bray–Curtis

similarity) in relation to census interval. The graph plots the similarity between the

first and subsequent years in the time series. The Figure is based on data from the

Eastern Wood bird community [76].
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Network, www.lternet.edu) and the National Ecological
Observatory Network (NEON, www.neoninc.org) (see
Supplementary Material for further information and
examples). However, although growing awareness about
ecosystem change has underlined the importance of long-
term datasets, there are still relatively few biodiversity
time-series that span decades [14] or include tropical and
southern temperate localities. Because the drivers of bio-
diversity can vary geographically [15,16], researchers can-
not necessarily assume that responses to change
documented in long-term datasets will be universal, even
where the same types of organisms are involved.

A long-term dataset in the context of biodiversity
research is simply information on the variety, and ideally
the abundance, of species (or other taxonomic units) at one
or more locations at a number of points in time. For the
purposes of this paperwe consider biodiversity as relating to
a groupof organisms that formanecologically coherentunit,
such as fish in a pond, vegetation in an alpine meadow,
arthropods in an experimental plot, or birds in a landscape.
Although we are primarily interested in biodiversity at the
community level, we recognize that long-term datasets can
also be used to examine temporal patterns at other hier-
archical levels includinggenes, populationsandecosystems.
The duration, frequency of sampling, spatial extent and
taxonomic focus of these time series can varymarkedly from
study to study, or even within the same study. Indeed there
are few long-term datasets where there has not been vari-
ation in samplingmethodology, intensity and interval, often
as the result of thewaxing andwaning of research priorities
[14]. These factors mean that it can be difficult to make
comparisons between studies, or to draw robust conclusions
from a single data set.

There are two key questions concerning the temporal
component of biodiversity: (1) what is the underlying level
of temporal turnover in a community, and (2) is biodiver-
sity changing relative to this background turnover, for
instance due to an identified anthropogenic impact or in
response to an experimental treatment?We discuss each of
these and highlight methodological issues that should be
taken into account when analyzing long-term datasets.

(1) Temporal turnover
Although it was clear to 19th century researchers,

including Darwin [17], that ecological communities are
not static, and temporal turnover underpins key ecological
principles such asMacArthur andWilson’s theory of island
biogeography [18,19], it is not always appreciated that
species lists grow when samples are taken at successive
points in time, mirroring the form of species–area curves
[20–23]. This is true not just of communities undergoing
succession or some other form of directional change, but
also of mature communities that appear to be in a steady
state. Species–time curves have implications for the
analysis of long-term data sets. First, the exponent of
the power curve in a plot of species against time can be
used as a measure of turnover. This value usually falls
within 0.2–0.4, with lower values associated with greater
richness [24]. Second, given the non-linear relationship of
the species–time curve one cannot deduce the species
richness of a shorter (or longer) time period by simple
division or multiplication (Figure 1). Typically there will
be around twice as many species detected in a decade as in
a single year [22]. Rates of temporal turnover vary amongst
ecosystem types [25] and in relation to local environmental
factors [26], with variable responses to the same disturb-
ance events [27]. This makes it difficult to predict the
extent of turnover likely given certain types of change.

Species–time curves are only one way of assessing turn-
over. Alternative approaches include the use of similarity
and distancemeasures (e.g. [28]), tailored turnover indexes
(e.g. [29]) and methods that track labelled species [30] or
species ranks [31]. When census intervals vary, as they do
in many long-term datasets, estimates of turnover made
using these methods can be biased [23] (Figure 1). It is
possible to make corrections that draw on species–time
curves, or that infer the number of unseen species [32].
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Box 1. Power and the detection of trends

An important aspect of designing a survey is the effort required to

achieve adequate precision to identify trends. In the context of a

survey to quantify a trend in biodiversity at a single site, the length

of the time series and the precision of measurement at each time

point are key. If quantifying trends in regional biodiversity, the

number of sample plots included in the survey is also critical. Other

factors that affect precision for regional biodiversity estimation

include plot size and frequency of surveys, and the natural

variability in abundance of species.

Typically, power calculations are conducted to assess the level of

effort required. If we consider a null hypothesis of no trend in a

biodiversity measure, we can estimate the probability that this null

hypothesis will be rejected at some significance level for a range of

values for the true trend. We would like this probability to be high,

except when the true trend is close to zero. We choose a sample size

(number of plots) so that this probability is acceptably high (say 0.9)

when the true trend is as specified. Often we assume the alternative

hypothesis consists of a trend that is linear on either the scale of the

observations or on a log scale, which corresponds to an exponential

trend on the untransformed scale as would be expected with a fixed

percentage change. For long time-series, the assumption of a linear

trend can be useful for power calculations, but is generally

implausible in practice. When analysing such data we might seek

to estimate smooth, non-linear trends. In this circumstance, power

calculations are more difficult because the alternative hypothesis is

not readily specified. It is conceptually simpler and often more

useful then to base the design on confidence interval length for

some quantity of interest, such as percent change over a five-year

period. We then estimate how many plots we need to sample to give

a confidence interval of a specified length.

We would normally use data from a pilot survey to allow us to

estimate the variability of future estimates of trend (conditional on

some model of random variation) and hence determine sample size.

If the pilot survey is limited, e.g. due to financial constraints,

allowance might need to be made for uncertainty in the estimation

of variability [70]. Nonetheless, pilot surveys can save substantial

amounts of money in the longer term by ensuring that the survey

design is sufficient for the purpose for which it is intended.
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However, few species abundance models incorporate
temporal turnover [23,33], making it harder to take
account of shifting species abundances. Another compli-
cation, particularly when sampling changes, is that esti-
mates of turnover can be affected by variation in the
detectability of species or individuals [34].

(2) Measuring change in biodiversity
Assessing change using diversity indexes

In principle any measure of diversity (e.g. species richness,
a diversity statistic such as the Shannon or Simpson index,
heterozygosity, and an index of functional or trait diversity
[35]) can be plotted against time, and examined for trend
[36]. A trend can take the form of either an abrupt change
or a gradual change (which might or might not be linear).
Examining the pattern of change in diversity statistics has
the advantage of being straightforward and flexible;
researchers can explore trends in different components
of diversity (such as species or genes) or compare patterns
across taxa. There have been few studies that have
examined temporal patterns using measures of diversity
other than species richness or synoptic statistics like the
Shannon index. Examples that have used alternative
measures include analyses of temporal turnover in the
phylogenetic diversity of a Californian rockfish assemblage
[37], of taxonomic distinctness of marine macrobenthos
[38], and of changes in the rank–abundance and rank–

energy distributions of desert rodents through time
[39,40]. Diversity measures appear to be more robust to
changes in sampling methods than population-level
metrics (e.g. [41,42]). A critical issue is whether there is
sufficient power to detect change. This is discussed in
Box 1.

In the case of single-species surveys, change is often
quantified by fitting a time-series model, so that autocor-
relation is accounted for [43], and the case for applying
such methods to community measures of biodiversity can
be equally strong. We can go further and embed population
dynamics models in inference, so that the autocorrelation
is accounted for through the demographic processes (e.g.
birth, death and movement rates), which themselves can
be modelled using environmental covariates and/or ran-
dom effects [44]. For long-lived organisms, these demo-
graphic rates might exhibit less correlation across time
than population size, and so might be more sensitive
indicators of changes in population performance than popu-
lation size itself. As surveys become more data-rich and
ambitious in scope, we can anticipate similar developments
for modelling multi-species measures of biodiversity.

Changing variance as an indicator of change

Sometimes a community change, such as the collapse of a
fishery [45,46], is so dramatic that the question is less
about quantifying a dramatic shift in structure than about
anticipating and ideally preventing it. Despite the magni-
tude of the changes involved, regime shifts have proved
difficult to predict. Carpenter and Brock [47] argue that
increased variability in biomass and other community
attributes can be indicators of change from one state to
the next; mathematically, this would be expected to hap-
pen as a system approaches a state of neutral equilibrium
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with reduced deterministic pull back towards a stable
equilibrium, so in theory can be used as a warning signal
even in systems with unknown dynamics. However,
although these indicators do seem to provide a strong
indication that a system is reaching a tipping point, they
might not always provide enough warning to avert a
regime shift, particularly where substantial policy changes
are required [48]. In this context it will be of practical
importance, but may be statistically impossible, to dis-
tinguish direct anthropogenic change which responds to
policy shifts, frommore diffuse and natural causes, such as
an increasing variability in the weather.

Headline indicators and trends

Headline indicators and alerts are also used to identify
change. In contrast to the analyses just discussed, which
take all community data together and test for patterns,
they build up a picture by accumulating information from
different taxa.

Headline indicators such as the Living Planet Index
(LPI) [49] are popular and appeal to politicians and policy-
makers. Perhaps because they provide a deceptively
simple summary of very complex, multiple datasets, they
can easily be misinterpreted.

The LPI is an indicator ‘designed to monitor the state
of the world’s biodiversity’. Using a geometric mean, it
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Figure 2. Living Planet Index for temperate regions of the world at various scales and starting years. The dashed lines in (a) represent pointwise 95% confidence limits. The

base year is taken to be 1970 for (a) and (b) and 1995 for (c) and (d). The scale on the y-axis starts at 0.0 in (a) and (c) but is truncated in (b) and (d). The figure is based on data

from www.panda.org/about_our_earth/all_publications/living_planet_report/lpr_2008/.
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combines estimated trends in relative abundance of nearly
5000 populations, representing nearly 1700 species of
mammal, bird, reptile, amphibian and fish. The index is
arbitrarily scaled to be 1 in 1970, the baseline year. The
global index is obtained by combining two indices, one
tropical and one temperate. The temperate index is shown
in Figure 2 with panel (a) corresponding to the published
plot. The interpretation of the plot in the Living Planet
Report 2008 (www.panda.org/about_our_earth/all_publi-
cations/living_planet_report/lpr_2008/) is that it shows
‘little overall change’ during 1970–2005. By contrast, the
tropical index fell by about 50% in the same period.

There are several potential pitfalls in using this and
similar indexes, and here we stress that we are using the
LPI as an example of issues involved and are not singling it
out for criticism. First, confidence intervals are given for
the relative index, so the interval has length zero for the
baseline year (1970 for the LPI), and gets progressively
wider with time (see Figure 2a). Second, by changing the
scale on the y-axis, trends can appear either small or large
(compare Figure 2a with 2b, and 2c with 2d). Because it is
difficult to interpret what, say, a 10% decline represents, it
can be presented either as ‘little change’ or as ‘dramatic
decline’, depending on the writer. Third, choice of base year
is arbitrary, and different choices can lead the reader to
very different conclusions (compare Figure 2a with 2c).
Finally it is based on a limited list of species with a bias
towards vertebrates, reflecting the nature of the data that
are available and so potentially introducing selection bias
if trends in species included are not randomwith respect to
the ‘population’ of species which the index purports to
represent. It will be easier to overcome some of these
pitfalls than others. For example, it would be informative
to explore the consequences of using different base years,
or of using a run of several years rather than a single year,
to set confidence limits. However, extending indicators to
include a wider range of taxa will require coordinated
fieldwork with considerable additional expense for taxa
not monitored otherwise.

Baselines and alerts

Alerts make assessments about the status of individual
species. The IUCN’s Red List (www.iucnredlist.org) is
perhaps the best-known example of this approach. A com-
munity-wide perspective can be obtained by tallying the
numbers or proportions of species in various categories,
and by tracking the changes in status of these assemblages
through time [50]. The alert system used by the British
Trust for Ornithology (BTO) and other conservation organ-
isations in the UK [51] illustrates some of the issues
involved. Although not the only criterion, the primary
way in which an alert is triggered is if there has been a
577
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reduction in the size of the UK population of a bird species
over a specified time period (often 25 years). If the
estimated reduction is within 25–50%, an amber alert is
triggered. If it is over 50%, a red alert is triggered. These
statistics are calculated annually and provided on an
advisory basis. More formal species lists (the Birds of
Conservation Concern List) are published about every five
years, grouping species into three categories: red, amber or
green. These lists also incorporate expert opinion.

One difficulty of this approach is that false alerts can
occur, and so any quick fixes might erroneously be con-
sidered to be effective. This is related to the speed camera
phenomenon. When speed cameras are positioned at
places with a high incidence of road accidents (termed
‘blackspots’ in the UK), a reduction in the accident rate is
often recorded. However, this is not necessarily because
the camera is having an effect. The identification of black-
spots is based onaccident rate. If this rate is high in a given
time period purely through random fluctuation, then the
rate in the following time period will tend to be lower
(closer to the underlying rate) on average (an example of
regression to the mean [52]), and a reduction in the acci-
dent ratewill be notedwhether or not a camera is placed at
the location. Similarly, for scarce species, sampling fluctu-
ation can lead to an alert being triggered, when the true
reduction (if any) in the population is not of amagnitude to
merit an alert. Such problems are minimized within the
BTO system by using smoothing splines to remove short-
term fluctuations in population trends and by taking
account of the precision of the change measures within
the alerts process [53]. Modelling the time-series of
relative abundance indices can further reduce the problem
of false alerts [54].However it is done, the balance between
sensitivity (providing early alerts of genuine change) and
specificity (avoiding false alarms) needs careful consider-
ation, as do the costs and consequences of courses of action
which might ensue [55].

Another problem with the alert system is that it is
heavily dependent on the baseline. The methods of Brooks
et al. [54] ameliorate this problem by replacing the annual
estimates of relative abundance by predicted relative
abundances, which have greater precision and smaller
fluctuations. However, there is still the difficulty that
the species might have been unusually abundant or scarce
in the baseline year. For example, the herring gull (Larus
argentatus) is on the UK red list [56]. Herring gulls were
especially abundant 25 years ago, a result of anthropogenic
factors such as discards of fish and widespread use of open
rubbish tips. Further, some species naturally cycle and
whether alerts are triggered might depend on where a
population was in its cycle in the baseline year. For all
of these reasons it is essential that alerts are interpreted in
relation to the ecology of the species being considered.
While this can be relatively easy for well-studied groups
such as European bird populations, it might be impossible
for less well-studied groups.

Evaluating change in the rate of change

The difficulties of detecting a trend when a diversity
measure or headline indicator is plotted against time
can be circumvented by focussing on change in the rate
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of change, as was done by the Convention on Biological
Diversity, which seeks ‘a significant reduction of the
current rate of biodiversity loss’ by 2010. Buckland
et al. [36] combined smoothed trends in relative abun-
dance using a geometric mean, and then numerically
estimated the second derivative of the composite trend,
to identify years over which there was a significant change
in the rate of change: confidence intervals for the second
derivative in each year could also be calculated. These
results are unaffected if the baseline year or the scale on
the y-axis is changed. Another context in which change in
the rate of change has been assessed is provided by
Wonham and Pachepsky [57], who used a null model to
test whether there had been an increase in the rates
at which invasive species were becoming established in
communities.

Of course this approach does not resolve other difficul-
ties inherent in the estimation of temporal trends, such as
the inclusion of a far-from-random selection of taxa. Never-
theless, change in the rate of change is a more robust way
to assess biodiversity trends than is percentage change
since an arbitrary baseline year.

Synthesis: opportunities and challenges in using long-
term data sets
We have demonstrated that long-term datasets are an
essential resource in biodiversity research andmonitoring.
However, we have also shown that it is not always as easy
as it first appears to determine whether the underlying
nature of a community is changing, and by how much. In
this final section we highlight opportunities, identify chal-
lenges and suggest solutions.

Going back to the baseline

Temporal patterns of biodiversity have received much
less attention than spatial ones. Although there is a
substantial body of research on directional change, such
as succession, natural fluctuations in mature commu-
nities have been neglected. This means that there are
considerable opportunities for basic research that will in
turn inform monitoring programmes and aid decision
makers. We note three areas that will repay investi-
gation. First, despite the fact that the early developers
of species abundance models, notably Fisher [58] and
Preston [59,60], explicitly incorporated temporal turn-
over, later workers have taken little account of temporal
changes in communities. Indeed time and space are often
confounded [61]. A new generation of species abundance
models that make predictions about how communities
change through time will not only shed new light on how
communities are structured and biodiversity is main-
tained, but will also provide improved benchmarks for
monitoring. Long-term datasets will be essential for
model formulation and testing. Second, there is consider-
able scope for investigations that partition diversity in
both space and time [23,29,62–64]. This will help answer
longstanding questions about the equivalence of space
and time [60], and contribute to the management of
biodiversity at the landscape level. Finally, we know very
little about correlated responses in diversity through
time, both in the sense of whether different diversity



Box 3. Citizen science

The concept of citizen science, a two-way cooperation between the

scientific and the public communities in long-term monitoring

programs, is not new. One of the oldest citizen science programs is

organised by the National Audubon Society, namely the Christmas

Bird Count (www.audubon.org/bird/cbc/index.html). In 1900, 27

observers took part in the first count in 25 places in the United

States and Canada and since then the counts have been held every

winter. The 101st count, in the winter of 2000–2001, involved 52 471

people in 1823 places in 17 countries. Advances in electronic

recording and communication systems via the world wide web and

mobile phones have led to a resurgence with projects like Project-

Budburst (www.windows.ucar.edu/citizen_science/budburst/

index.html) using real-time mapping with Google Maps, photo-

sharing and scientist blogs to engage younger citizens. Involving

unpaid volunteers has the advantages of being economic, can extend

the geographic range of study sites and the frequency of visits, and

can have huge educational advantages for all levels of society [72].

Successfully harnessing the extra power brought through citizen

science requires adherence to statistical principles. The survey

requires a proper sampling strategy, such as a stratified random

scheme, and strict recording protocols that are clearly understood. It

can be useful to incorporate checks such as photographic records or

electronic identifications. When designing protocols, simplicity of

tasks and sympathetic understanding, for example by altering the

frequency of observations to fit people’s lifestyles, benefits the data

capture and subsequent analyses. There are likely to be site locations

and times which either cannot be covered by available volunteers or

are under-represented, and paid staff might be required if avoiding

such omissions is important to the study. There will be variation in

volunteer ability which should be modelled in the analysis; thus the

UK Breeding Bird Survey uses as units of analysis distinct combina-

tions of site and observer. Although this confounds the site and

observer effects in the analysis and so requires a relatively dense site

network to recover geographically useful results, it does allow for loss

or change of observers over years.

It is essential to have clear scientific objectives, unambiguous data

collection protocols, and regular reporting back of data summaries

in order to ensure continued support and data quality through

promotion of best practice.

Box 2. When schemes and objectives change

Objectives of long-term surveys typically change over time in

response to changing priorities, as occurred when the 2010

Biodiversity Target of the Convention on Biological Diversity was

adopted. If objectives change to a degree that undermines the value

of a survey, there are broadly three options. The first is to continue

without change, so that the time-series already gathered is not

compromised. It is essential in this case to explore the limitations of

the survey given the new objectives, and to evaluate whether it still

represents value for money. The second option is to retain the

design of the survey, but to gather additional data to address the

revised objectives. Here, provided the data can be reduced to data

comparable with those collected before the change, the existing

time-series is not compromised. The third option is to replace the

old survey. We illustrate this option using the changeover from the

Common Birds Census (CBC, www.bto.org/birdtrends2009/cbc.htm)

to the Breeding Bird Survey (BBS, www.bto.org/bbs/index.htm) in

the UK in the 1990 s.

The CBC was a survey of breeding birds, primarily in two habitats,

woodland and farmland. Subjectively-chosen plots were surveyed

by volunteers using territory mapping, and time trends in species-

specific relative abundance estimated. The estimates were largely

driven by trends in southern Britain, where most volunteers lived.

Further, it was not possible to provide statistically sound estimates

of regional trends even in southern Britain, because the plots were

not selected randomly. Hence a decision was made in the early

1990 s to replace it by the BBS. Plots for the BBS are 1-km squares

throughout the UK, selected according to a stratified random

sampling scheme. Sampling intensity within a geographic stratum

is determined by the number of volunteers available. Within a plot,

two parallel transects, each 1-km long, are walked twice each

breeding season, and counts of each species in each of three

distance intervals are made.

The problem of how to link the two time-series together was

resolved by continuing both surveys in parallel during 1994– 2000.

Although overlap in a single year would appear to be all that is

required, this leads to poor precision in alignment of the two series.

Further, by having seven years of overlap, it was possible to assess

whether trends estimated by the two schemes were consistent. For

most species, and considering southern Britain only, they did

indeed prove to be largely consistent [71], giving greater confidence

in trends estimated by combining the two time-series of estimates.
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metrics show the same pattern, and whether different
taxa respond in the same way.

Dealing with changes in methodology

One of the biggest problems that confronts users of long-
term datasets is a change inmethodology part way through
the study. This can arise if the aims of the investigation
change, or because new statistical techniques or sampling
technologies are developed, or due to external factors such
as a change of land use. Sometimes managers are faced
with the dilemma of whether to stick with sub-standard
methodology for the sake of comparability, or whether to
switch to a better design. Although the decision can be
finely-balanced, change can be managed successfully as
Box 2 shows.

Collecting sufficient data

Biodiversity data are time-consuming and expensive to
collect [65] with the result that data sets are frequently
short-term or incomplete [14]. One solution is to involve
volunteers (citizen scientists) in data collection [66];
another is to make use of existing opportunities, as for
example the Sir Alistair Hardy Foundation does by coop-
erating with the commercial ships that tow its plankton
samplers [7]. Both solutions can involve exchanging con-
trol over data collection for increasing coverage. As a result
of this trade-off, additional modelling might be required.
Box 3 further explores the opportunities for citizen science
and the ways in which this type of data collection can be
optimized for biodiversity research.

Sampling issues

A striking feature of long-term datasets is how much they
vary in design, particularly with respect to sampling fre-
quency.Forexample, thedatasetsused toevaluate trends in
biodiversity in relation to the 2010 target (www.twentyten.
net) include the ‘extent of assorted ecosystems indicator’
which covers: seagrass, for which compiled data span c. 100
years but where the frequency of assessments varies from
annually, to every three years, to decadally; mangrove
swamps where there are data from only four time-periods;
and coral reefs where records started in 1970 but there are
measurements every couple of years. Sampling interval and
intensity have a significant impact on both the amount of
diversity detected and the extent of change in that diversity
[21]. Palaeontologists face parallel problems when evaluat-
ing origination and extinction rates in fossil communities,
except that the sampling issues confronting them are much
greater than those that face ecologists [67]. Comparisons
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Box 4. Uncertainty in the context of biodiversity

assessment

‘‘Quantifying an idea as apparently vague as uncertainty came

comparatively late to science. This is perhaps unsurprising when we

acknowledge a distinction between chance or aleatory uncertainty,

concerned with essentially random phenomena, and probability or

epistemological uncertainty, which concerns lack of knowledge

about unique and potentially verifiable events and so is essentially a

measure of ignorance.’’ [73]

This article has focused on the role of statistics derived from long-

term datasets to describe biodiversity change. Their scientific

uncertainty is assessed through combining several known sources

of statistical error, some discussed here, including measurement

precision, sampling procedures and basic ecological processes such

as species turnover. While this allows the scientific questions to be

answered, environmental policymakers reach decisions based on

expert knowledge, existing research and statistics, and stakeholder

consultation. Evidence is fundamentally uncertain, and a key

question is how best to acknowledge, quantify and respond, not

only to scientific uncertainty but also to ignorance, a state of not

knowing from which springs both scientific discoveries and

unpleasant ‘surprises’ [74]. Increasingly the topic of communicating

uncertainty is high on the science/policy agenda, e.g. the Royal

Society Discussion meeting: ‘Handling Uncertainty in Science’ in

March 2010 (royalsociety.org/Handling-uncertainty-in-science/).

One science area where there has been one of the most visible

discussions of uncertainty is in the field of climate change science,

and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) have for

recent reports developed guidelines that can have relevance to other

science areas, including biodiversity. The IPCC guidance on

description of findings is especially pertinent [75]. If there is the

power to identify a trend or change, the outcome might be reported

as an increase, a decrease, or no significant change. They advise

that it is important to explain the basis for the conclusion reached

and to set out the extent to which alternative outcomes would not

have been expected. Changes that have a reasonable likelihood of

occurring should be included even where they are not certain.

With regard to biodiversity indicators (or any other indicator for that

matter), we have suggested that an important first step (though not

the only one) is to quantify the uncertainty arising from the statistical

estimation (directly linked to the observed variability); this is close to

the notion of structural uncertainty used by the IPCC [75]. Surpris-

ingly, this has not commonly been done, although there is wide-

spread recognition of variation in the natural world. There are many

other sources of uncertainty (including unpredictability and value

uncertainty [75]) and transparency in reporting, including a calibrated

narrative scale of probability and likelihood, is essential. Our recom-

mendations suggest a small, but entirely practicable, step forward.
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amongst long-termdata sets, andassessments that combine
data sets, need to take account of sampling, for example by
including census interval in models.

Trends in biodiversity: distinguishing anthropogenic

change from background change

Barely a day passes without a news story about the decline
in biodiversity. However, the fact that ecological commu-
nities constantly experience temporal turnover, and that
consequently some species will not only fluctuatemarkedly
but also become either locally or globally extinct, is some-
thing that, while well appreciated by ecologists generally,
is often omitted from popular news stories.Multiple factors
influence species abundance and distribution [68,69], and
since most ecological communities are already impacted by
habitat loss and harvesting, it can be difficult to make the
distinction between natural and anthropogenic change.
Conveying this complexity to a non-specialist audience is
580
not easy as it requires a wider appreciation of the natural
variability of communities. Reports of biodiversity loss
attributed to an impact (such as a new type of fisheries
policy or climate change) should be accompanied by uncer-
tainty values that take account of baseline change. The
uncertainty should also include measures of precision on
the estimates of change, to minimize the risk that policy
advice is based on an estimated change that is not real (see
Box 4 for further discussion of this point, as well as the
issues raised when communicating uncertainty).

Prospectus
The earliest ecologists showed great foresight when they
initiated ecological experiments and began systematic
data collections. Without these data sets we would have
a more limited understanding of how ecological commu-
nities function, and be less well-equipped to detect the
losses of biodiversity that have resulted from the anthro-
pogenic changes that have accompanied the expansion of
the human population and its associated activities. Long-
term datasets can be used for multiple purposes, and in
many cases have helped answer questions that their foun-
ders never considered. As we have shown there are import-
ant methodological issues to be considered, particularly
when drawing conclusions about the extent of change in
ecological communities. We expect long-term datasets to
become an increasingly important resource in biodiversity
research, to have growing application in the monitoring
and conservation of biological diversity, and to be used to
answer questions that neitherwe, nor the originators of the
surveys, will have anticipated.
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